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MANILA: Families live in concrete pipes used as makeshift dwellings along a street in Manila yesterday. Roughly one quarter of the nation’s 100 million people live in poverty, which is defined as surviving on about one US dollar a
day, according to government data. —AFP 

LONDON: World stocks fell and safe-
haven gold and government bonds
rose yesterday after attacks on the air-
port and a rush-hour metro train in
Brussels that triggered security alerts
across western Europe. Travel sector
stocks including airlines and hotels fell
the most, pulling the broader indices
down from multi-week highs, although
stocks had clawed back some of their
losses by midday and bonds and gold
eased back from their earlier highs. 

US stocks edged lower in early trad-
ing yesterday following the deadly
attacks in Belgium. Airlines, cruise com-
panies and travel booking sites were
among the biggest decliners.  The Dow
Jones industrial average fell 46 points,
or 0.3 percent, to 17,577 as of 10:05 a.m.
Eastern Time. The Standard & Poor’s 500
index lost four points, or 0.2 percent, to
2,047. The Nasdaq composite dropped
four points, or 0.1 percent, to 4,804.

US futures pointed to a fall of almost
half of one percent at the open on Wall
Street. “It is all to do with the events in
Brussels ... but the reaction is muted,
which also shows that after all the ter-
rorist attacks we have seen, markets
have learned to live with these kind of
things,” said Rabobank euro zone econ-
omist Emile Cardon.

At least 26 people were killed and
many injured in the twin attacks on the
Belgian capital, which took place four
days after the arrest there of a suspect-
ed participant in November’s militant
attacks in Paris. At 1220 GMT the
FTSEuroFirst 300 index of leading
shares was down 1 percent at 1,326
points. Germany’s DAX was down 0.5
percent and Belgian stocks were down
0.4 percent . These indices had earlier
been down as much as 2 percent.

The STOXX Europe 600 Travel &
Leisure index was the top sectoral faller,
down 2 percent. Shares in major
European airlines like Ryanair and Air
France-KLM were down as much as 4.5
percent, and hotel company Accor was
down 3.5 percent.

The federal prosecutor said at least
one of two explosions at Brussels air-
port was likely to have been caused by
a suicide bomber and the attacks
brought some cross-border transport
to a halt, including trains from London
to Brussels. Gold rose 0.6 percent to
$1,255 an ounce, having been up
around twice that earlier. The yield on
benchmark German government

bonds fell to a two-week low of 0.18
percent before edging back to 0.21 per-
cent. US Treasury yields fell 2 basis
points across the curve .

In currency markets the Japanese
yen, regarded by investors as a shelter
from turbulence, rose across the board,
notably against the euro. The euro was
last down 0.5 percent at 125.25 yen and
the dollar was down 0.3 percent at
111.60 yen. The single currency fell a
fifth of a percent against the dollar to
$1.1220.

ATTACKS OVERSHADOW DATA
Liquidity had already been starting

to dry up ahead of the Easter holiday
and investors were beginning to think
about cashing in on a steep rally in
stocks over the last few weeks. “Coming
up to the Easter holiday, people are
going to be very reluctant to put more
money into these (stock) markets. If
anything, they will be more likely to
take money out,” said Michael Hewson,
chief market strategist at CMC Markets
in London.

“Anything like the events we’re see-
ing in Brussels this morning is going to
weigh on risk sentiment and risk
appetite.” Investors paid little attention
to data showing a slight pick up in
German business morale and eurozone
business activity in March. Earlier, Asian
stocks seesawed as hawkish comments
from US  Federal Reserve officials cloud-
ed the monetary policy outlook less
than a week after Fed Chair Janet Yellen
had set out a more cautious path to
interest rate increases this year. The dol-
lar got a mild boost from the sugges-
tion that interest rate hikes could come
sooner rather than later.

Japan’s Nikkei stock index added 1.9
percent, closing at a one-week high,
after markets in Tokyo reopened after a
public holiday on Monday. A weaker
yen overnight had given a tailwind to
local shares. Elsewhere, sterling was
one of the biggest losers among the
major currencies after ratings agency
Moody’s said Britain’s credit rating will
be put under pressure by a marked
slowdown in fiscal consolidation
unveiled in last week’s budget.

The warning came amid concerns
about Prime Minister David Cameron’s
ability to keep Britain in the European
Union after leading ‘Out’ campaigner
Iain Duncan Smith resigned from the
cabinet late on Friday. —Reuters

Global stocks plunge after Brussels attacks
Travel sector stocks nosedive, blasts overshadow economic data

Qatar invites
producers for

April oil meeting
DUBAI: Qatar has invited all OPEC members and major
producers from outside the exporting group to attend
talks next month on a deal to freeze output at January lev-
els to support the global oil market, Qatar’s energy min-
istry said yesterday.

Members from the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and other main oil producers are due
to meet on April 17 in Qatar’s capital Doha to discuss stabil-
ising prices by freezing production. “The need has become
an urgent matter to bring back balance to the market and
recovery to the global economy,” the ministry said in the
invitation letter. Qatar holds the OPEC presidency in 2016
and has been organising the effort. Iran has maintained
that it will increase exports, following the lifting of Western
sanctions in January and will not freeze output. But Gulf
OPEC members support the pact even if Iran declined to
take part, OPEC sources said.  

Libya snub
Libya does not plan to attend an April 17 meeting of oil

producers about freezing supply to support prices, a
Libyan OPEC delegate said yesterday, joining fellow OPEC
member Iran in snubbing the initiative.

The absence of the two OPEC members would limit the
impact of any freeze by producers from the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries along with Russia,
even though Libya’s output has been curtailed for many
months by unrest and the chance of it increasing produc-
tion swiftly is low.

“We are not going,” the Libyan delegate said, referring
to the meeting in Doha next month. “Clearly, they have to
allow us to go back to our production when the security
situation in the country improves.” Libya has made its wish
to return to pre-conflict oil production rates clear since
four countries reached a preliminary deal on freezing out-
put in February.

Other producers understand this, the delegate said.
“They appreciate the situation we are in.”

Qatar, which has been organising the meeting, has
invited all 13 OPEC members and major outside producers.
The talks are expected to widen February’s initial output
freeze deal by Qatar, Venezuela and Saudi Arabia, plus non-
OPEC Russia. The initiative has supported a rally in oil
prices, which were about $41 a barrel on Tuesday, up from
a 12-year low near $27 in January, despite doubts over
whether the deal is enough to tackle excess supply in the
market. Iran has yet to say whether it will attend the meet-
ing. But Iranian officials have made clear Tehran will not
freeze output as it wants to raise exports following the lift-
ing of Western sanctions in January.—Reuters

DUBAI: Middle East markets were mixed yesterday as the
later-closing Saudi Arabia and Egypt bourses gave back
initial gains following a renewed drop in oil prices. Brent
crude, which had risen more than 50 percent from 12-
year lows in January, was down 0.8 percent at $41.23 a
barrel at 1240 GMT. The prolonged oil slump sparked
panic selling on Gulf markets in January, but confidence
has steadily returned as traders’ worst fears of a repeat of
the 2008-09 bourse collapse proved unfounded.

Having hit multi-year lows in mid-January, Saudi
Arabia’s benchmark is up 18.6 percent, Dubai has gained
27.9 percent and Qatar 23.2 percent although this
momentum is now waning. “Following a big shake-up
across equity markets globally, we have entered a period
of low volatility,” said Sebastien Henin, head of asset man-
agement at The National Investor in Abu Dhabi.
“Companies in the region released decent Q4 results,
with some positive surprises in terms of dividends. This
combination of factors has helped support Gulf markets.”
Saudi’s index was up as much as 0.5 percent in early trade
as petrochemical and bank stocks led gains, but it then
tracked a drop in oil prices - sparked by deadly explosions
in Brussels yesterday - to end 0.07 percent lower at 6,482
points.

“Crude’s rebound has been very encouraging for sen-
timent and the fiscal position of Saudi Arabia,” said Asim
Bukhtiar, Head of Research at Saudi Fransi Capital. A new
government transformation plan for the kingdom, which
is expected to be announced by the end of April, is creat-
ing investor uncertainty, however, said Bukhtiar. The plan,

the first of its kind and different to earlier development
initiatives, is likely set out how the government hopes to
bolster and diversify the economy.

“There are expectations that energy and utility prices
will increase and so will taxes, levies and fees,” said
Bukhtiar. “The magnitude of possible increases is
unknown and all kinds of rumours are circulating.”

Earlier this year, many listed companies issued state-
ments estimating the likely impact of reductions to ener-
gy subsidies, adding to investor gloom over likely first-
quarter profits following the slump in oil prices. “Most of
these were rough estimates and some companies are
now saying the impact might not be as bad as expected,”
said Bukhtiar. “The next target is 7,000 and as we head
into the next quarter that could be achievable.”

In Egypt, Arabian Food Industries (Domty) surged 9.2
percent on its bourse debut. It had sold 12.25 million
shares in a public offering this month that was hugely
over-subscribed.

“Domty is up on decent volumes and this is affecting
the rest of the market,” said Mohamed Radwan, Head of
Equity Sales at Pharos Securities in Cairo, shortly after the
market open. “Investors are keen to buy Domty at a pre-
mium to the IPO price, which is giving confidence that
the prices of other stocks are also at attractive levels,” said
Radwan, who nevertheless predicted the bourse was ripe
for profit taking. The index ended 0.9 percent lower - hav-
ing been up as much as 1.1 percent intraday - trimming
its gains to 13.2 percent since March 14’s currency deval-
uation. — Reuters

NEW YORK: A street sign for Wall Street hangs near the New York Stock Exchange. US stocks edged lower
yesterday led by declines in travel-related companies following the attacks in Belgium. — AP 

Markets mixed as Saudi, 
Egypt make late dip


